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To the Teachers
Welcome to Youth Theatre Northwest!
This study guide is designed to assist you in bringing your experience at YTN back into the
classroom. We hope you find this helpful and enjoy the show!
About Youth Theatre Northwest
Youth Theatre Northwest (YTN) nurtures the intellectual, artistic, and personal development of
children and youth through drama, education, performing opportunities, and live theatre
experiences. YTN is both theatre and school, providing a wide range of classes and programs
designed to further theatrical learning, initiate creative play, and stimulate intrapersonal
development for children and young adults ages 3-18. Additionally, YTN offers classes to Puget
Sound students and offers outreach programs to schools and libraries throughout the region.
General Information about the production
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged) is an irreverent, fast-paced romp
through all 37 of Shakespeare’s plays in 97 minutes. The Today Show gushed, "If you like
Shakespeare, you'll love this show. If you hate Shakespeare, you'll love this show." Originally
performed by 3 men, YTN will revive its 16-person version (last seen in 2006) of Shakespeare’s
comedies, histories, and tragedies in one wild ride that will leave you breathless and helpless
with laughter.
As YTN continues to reinvent how it does shows, this production of The Complete Works will be
live-streamed for all nine performances. Adding to the chaos, every actor has learned every
role and will play a different part every night. It will literally never be the same play twice.
Act I covers 36 of Shakespeare's plays with an emphasis on Romeo and Juliet. Act II deals
exclusively with Hamlet. The combination of Shakespeare's original verse peppered with
modern language and plenty of nods to pop culture make the plays fun and accessible and can
help students understand them in a new way.
Cast Information
This production of The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged) features 16 high
school actors from Mercer Island, Seattle, and Bellevue who have been training, rehearsing,
and helping to develop this play—masked up and socially distant—since the Fall of 2020.

The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (abridged) was written by Adam Long, Daniel
Singer, and Jess Winfield. The live streaming production is being produced through a special
arrangements with Broadway Publishing Inc.
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The Cast
ACT I
Abby
Ellie
Kelsey
Kyra
Madison
Molly
Rachel
Rune
Sadie
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J

ACT II
Annika
Evan
Max
Maximillian
Juniper
Milo
Priya

B
Ss
F
CR
Y
MM
B

Production Team
Director
Set Designer
Costume Designer
Lighting Designer
Prop Designer
Sound Designer
Fight Choreography/Dialect
Dramaturgy
Technical Support
Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager
Othello script rewrite
Contributing writers
ACT II Brigerton monologue

Mimi Katano
Matthew Lazure
Joeclyne Fowler
Trina Wright
Robin Macartney
Troy Lund
Philip G. Smith
Erin Murray
Mike Lion
Cory Southwell/Madeline Dalton
Cory Southwell
ACT I cast
Mimi Katano
Philip G. Smith
Kate Swenson
Erin Murray
Kate Swenson
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Text Analysis - Step 1: What am I saying?
Scansion: the action of scanning a line of verse to determine its rhythm. Most actors
use a “U” as a symbol of unstressed, and a “/” as symbol for stressed syllables.
Iambic Pentameter: most of Shakespeare’s poetry is in the poetic meter of iambic
pentameter. A line of Shakespearean verse consists of 10 syllables in pairs of 2
called
“feet” with the first syllable unstressed and the second stressed. It is
easiest to
think of this like a heartbeat (bum-BUM).
Example of a line of iambic pentameter verse with scansion applied:

Prose: essentially how you speak every day. Some
Shakespearean characters speak in verse, most speak
in prose particularly those at a more working class level
of society. Some higher class characters speak in
prose when they are with a very close friend, but usually
members of a higher societal rank speak in verse.
Example of prose:
Nathan Lane as Costard
“Now will I look to his remuneration. Remuneration! O, that's the Latin word for three
farthings: three farthings--remuneration.--'What's the price of this inkle?' --'One penny.'-'No, I'll give you a remuneration:' why, it carries it. Remuneration! why, it is a fairer name
than French crown. I will never buy and sell out of this word.”
Costard, Loves Labour’s Lost
Monosyllabic lines/phrases: A line of verse consisting of only one syllable words.
These are important and helpful to the audience! They essentially summarize the
moment clearly and distinctly. Shakespeare had to keep his mainly illiterate
audience in mind, these were a helpful way of keeping the masses informed.
Example of prose:
“To be or not to be, that is the question*” (Hamlet)
*”question” is not monosyllabic, but the complexity of the word is made more clear due to the 9
monosyllables before it
Text Analysis - Step 2: How do I say it????
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Caesura / mid-line break: Basically this is significant punctuation in the middle of a line of
verse. Ignore commas, we’re talking question marks, exclamation marks,
periods and
dashes. Mid-line break = excuse to inhale and exhale new energy. If
you encounter
this, take a breath, and breath new energy into the following
sentence.
Example of caesura:
Injurious Hermia! most ungrateful maid!
Have you conspired, have you with these contrived
To bait me with this foul derision?
Is all the counsel that we two have shared,
The sisters' vows, the hours that we have spent,
When we have chid the hasty-footed time
For parting us,--O, is it all forgot*?
(Helena, A Midsummer Night’s Dream)
*Between the “?”s and “!”s and 2 caesuras in 7 lines and it’s safe to assume she is freaking out.
Antithesis: the setting of one word (or group of words)
against another word (or group of words) with an
opposite or contrasting meaning. These are amazing,
and can be tricky to deliver. If you
feel you have a line containing antithesis, it is
best to underline the two contrasting items in
order to make sure you lift them vocally.
Famous example of antithesis:
“To be or not to be” (Hamlet)
Link that will be shoved in your face forever pertaining to this moment and the stress:
https://video.whyy.org/video/great-performances-shakespeare-live-be-or-not-be/
Lists: Are lists! If you have a series of phrases separated by a comma, you
might just have a list. It helps to deliver lists growing in intensity with each item.
Imagine climbing up a flight of stairs vocally. Same Helena text as above:
_______________
_____| --O, is it all forgot?
_____| When we have chid the hasty-footed time / For parting us,
_____| the hours that we have spent,
__________| The sisters' vows,
Is all the counsel that we two have shared,
Text Analysis - Step 3: Tips and Tricks
Ends of Lines: Confused about what you’re saying in a verse monologue? Look at the
words at the end of each line. They often unlock the emotional undercurrent of
the
speech.
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No, by my honour, madam, by my soul,
No woman had it, but a civil doctor,
Which did refuse three thousand ducats of me
And begg'd the ring; the which I did deny him
And suffer'd him to go displeased away;
Even he that did uphold the very life
Of my dear friend. What should I say, sweet lady?
I was enforced to send it after him;
I was beset with shame and courtesy;
My honour would not let ingratitude
So much besmear it. Pardon me, good lady;
For, by these blessed candles of the night,
Had you been there, I think you would have begg'd
The ring of me to give the worthy doctor.
(Bassanio, The Merchant of Venice)
Shared Lines: If you share some of the syllables in a single line with another character, you are
probably vibing with them/sharing a mental connection
Example of Shared Lines:
ROMEO
See, how she leans her cheek upon her hand!
O, that I were a glove upon that hand,
That I might touch that cheek!
JULIET
Ay me!
ROMEO
She speaks:
O, speak again, bright angel! for thou art
Extra feet AKA “feminine endings”: An extra (eleventh) unstressed
syllable at the end of a line of verse might fall on a particularly important line.
For example: “to be or not to be, that is the question” is an eleven syllable line
“Think on the line”: This is a term found in many professional rehearsal rooms and while it can
be helpful in most theatre genres, it is essential in Shakespeare. In Shakespeare, if you are not
talking, you are not thinking. Shakespeare is not a place for dramatic pauses.
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Comedies
Most of Shakespeare’s comedy is based on
commedia dell’ arte. Commedia is a form of
theatre characterized by masked "types" or
stock characters. The characters are
exaggerated "types," such as a greedy old
man (Pantalone), know-it-all doctors, devious
servants, pompous military men, and young
lovers in puppy love. Commedia was often
performed outside or in popular areas like a
piazza. Though it originated in
Italy,
commedia troupes travelled throughout
Europe. In short: think of physical clowning
when approaching his comedies!

The Office is a great example of
contemporary commedia d’elle arte. Michael
Scott is the greedy, foolish old man with an
unfortunate amount of power (Pantelone),
Dwight is the military man with too much
bravado, Pam and Jim are young lovers,
Angela is the Deviant Servant.
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Tragedies
Shakespeare’s tragedies follow the Aristotelian model of a noble, flawed protagonist who makes
a mistake and suffers a fall from his position, before the normal order is somehow resumed. The
Italian Renaissance, which began in the late 14th century and hit England near the end of the
15th century, was inspired by classical art and philosophy - hence the renewed interest in
Aristotle.
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Histories
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Histories (cont’d)
ORIGINS: (Source: http://cola.calpoly.edu/~dschwart/engl339/history.html)
Shakespeare wrote ten plays about English kings (from John to
Henry VIII)... For the English histories, his primary source was
Holinshed's Chronicles (1587), but he also drew on other sources,
e.g. the anonymous history play The Famous Victories of Henry the
Fifth (1598) and Hall's The Union of the Noble and Illustre Famelies
of Lancastre and York (1542). The English history plays reflect the
nationalism of England under Queen Elizabeth. The plays point to an
English "sense of epic destiny, and the moral complexities of getting
and holding on to sovereign power" (Norton Anthology of English
Literature, vol. 1, 6th ed., p. 411). The Roman [plays] reflect the
Renaissance admiration of classical Greece and Rome and taste for
classical (Greek and Latin) learning. There is an audience for both
Roman and English history plays in Shakespeare's time because
humanists felt that "modern" (16th century) England had inherited the
torch from classical antiquity. For the English humanists, Elizabeth's
England is the "rebirth"of the glories of the Roman Empire (recall that
the 16th century was a time of global exploration and conquest
during which Britain strove to expand its empire into the New World -- themes that will be dealt
with in The Tempest.)
SOCIAL COMMENTARY: (Source:
https://www.thoughtco.com/shakespeare-histories-plays-2985246)
...in all his histories, Shakespeare provides social commentary through his characters and plots.
Really, the history plays say more about Shakespeare’s own time than the medieval society in
which they are set.
For example, Shakespeare cast King Henry V
as an everyman hero to exploit the growing
sense of patriotism in England. Yet, his
depiction of this character is not necessarily
historically accurate….
Despite seeming to focus on the nobility,
Shakespeare's history plays often offer a view
of society that cuts right across the class
system. They present us with all kinds of
characters, from lowly beggars to members of
the monarchy, and it is not uncommon for
characters from both ends of the social strata
to play scenes together. Most memorable is Henry V and Falstaff, who turns up in a number of
the history plays.
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Hamlet
Act I
Late at night, guards on the battlements of Denmark's
Elsinore castle are met by Horatio, Prince Hamlet's friend
from school. The guards describe a ghost they have seen
that resembles Hamlet's father, the recently-deceased king.
At that moment, the Ghost reappears, and the guards and
Horatio decide to tell Hamlet.
Claudius, Hamlet's uncle, married Hamlet's
recently-widowed mother, becoming the new King of
Denmark. Hamlet continues to mourn for his father's death
and laments his mother's lack of loyalty. When Hamlet
hears of the Ghost from Horatio, he wants to see it for
himself.
Elsewhere, the royal attendant Polonius says farewell to his
son Laertes, who is departing for France. Laertes warns his sister, Ophelia, away from Hamlet
and thinking too much of his attentions towards her. The Ghost appears to Hamlet, claiming
indeed to be the ghost of his father. He tells Hamlet about how Claudius, the current King and
Hamlet's uncle, murdered him, and Hamlet swears vengeance for his father. Hamlet decides to
feign madness while he tests the truth of the Ghost's allegations (always a good idea in such
situations).
Act II
According to his plan, Hamlet begins to act strangely. He rejects
Ophelia, while Claudius and Polonius, the royal attendant, spy on
him. They had hoped to find the reason for Hamlet's sudden change
in behaviour but could not. Claudius summons Guildenstern and
Rosencrantz, old friends of Hamlet to find out what's got into him.
Their arrival coincides with a group of travelling actors that Hamlet
happens to know well. Hamlet writes a play which includes scenes
that mimic the murder of Hamlet's father. During rehearsal, Hamlet
and the actors plot to present Hamlet's play before the King and
Queen.
Act III
At the performance,
Hamlet watches Claudius
closely to see how he reacts. The play provokes
Claudius, and he interrupts the action by storming
out. He immediately resolves to send Hamlet away.
Hamlet is summoned by his distressed mother,
Gertrude, and on the way, he happens upon Claudius
kneeling and attempting to pray. Hamlet reasons that
to kill the King now would only send his
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soul to heaven rather than hell.
Hamlet decides to spare his life
for the time being.
Polonius hides in Gertrude's room
to protect her from her
unpredictable son. When Hamlet
arrives to scold his mother, her
hears Polonius moving behind the
arras (a kind of tapestry). He stabs the tapestry and, in so doing, kills Polonius. The ghost of
Hamlet's father reappears and warns his son not to delay revenge or upset his mother.
Act IV
Hamlet is sent to England, supposedly as an ambassador, just as King Fortinbras of Norway
crosses Denmark with an army to attack Poland. During his journey, Hamlet discovers Claudius
has a plan to have him killed once he arrives. He returns to Denmark alone, sending his
companions Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to
their deaths in his place. Rejected by Hamlet,
Ophelia is now desolate at the loss of her
father. She goes mad and drowns.

Act V
On the way back to Denmark, Hamlet meets
Horatio in the graveyard (along with a
gravedigger), where they talk of the chances of life
and death. Ophelia's funeral procession arrives at
the very same graveyard (what luck!). Hamlet
confronts Laertes, Ophelia's brother, who has taken his father's place at the court.
A duel is arranged between Hamlet and Laertes. During the match, Claudius conspires with
Laertes to kill Hamlet. They plan that Hamlet will die either on a poisoned rapier or with
poisoned wine. The plans go awry when Gertrude unwittingly drinks from the poisoned cup and
dies. Then both Laertes and Hamlet are wounded by the poisoned blade, and Laertes dies.
Hamlet, in his death throes, kills Claudius. Hamlet dies, leaving only his friend Horatio to explain
the truth to the new king, Fortinbras, as he returns in victory from the Polish wars.
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Recommended Viewing:
Slings and Arrows Season 1, episode 6 “Playing the Swan”
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOk8RVg4Fxk
Start: 27:10
It’s the opening night of Hamlet and the young movie star, Jack*, hired to play the titular role is
having serious cold feet - he almost didn’t show up after a hateful remark from the executive
director, Richard. The Artistic Director, Jeffery, follows Jack backstage throughout the entire
performance to coach him through the seven key soliloquies of Hamlet.
*Yes, he plays Lenny Bruce now in The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel.
**If you look closely, you will see a young Rachel McAdams playing Ophelia!

Additional reading on Hamlet’s soliloquies:
https://modbhamlet.weebly.com/uploads/2/9/4/7/29479151/hamlet_sevensoliloquies.pdf
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Shakespeare’s plays by dates written*
*as best guessed by historians

Henry VI part 2

1590-1591

Hamlet

1600-1601

Henry VI part 3

1590-1591

The Merry Wives of Windsor

1600-1601

Henry VI part 1

1591-1592

Troilus and Cressida

1601-1602

Richard III

1592-1593

All's Well That Ends Well

1602-1603

Comedy of Errors

1592-1593

Measure For Measure

1604-1605

Titus Andronicus

1593-1594

Othello

1604-1605

The Taming of the Shrew

1593-1594

King Lear

1605-1606

The Two Gentlemen of Verona

1594-1595

MacBeth

1605-1606

Love's Labour's Lost

1594-1595

Antony and Cleopatra

1606-1607

Romeo and Juliet

1594-1595

Coriolanus

1607-1608

Richard II

1595-1596

Timon of Athens

1607-1608

A Midsummer Night's Dream

1595-1596

Pericles

1608-1609

King John

1596-1597

Cymbeline

1609-1610

The Merchant of Venice

1596-1597

The Winter's Tale

1610-1611

Henry IV Part I

1597-1598

The Tempest

1611-1612

Henry IV Part II

1597-1598

Henry VIII

1612-1613

Much Ado About Nothing

1598-1599

The Two Noble Kinsmen

1612-1613

Henry V

1598-1599

Julius Caesar

1599-1600

As You Like It

1599-1600

Twelfth Night

1599-1600
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Suggested Exercises
Parody a Shakespeare Play
The Othello section of The Complete Works for William Shakespeare (abridged) was horribly
outdated as the play was written in the 1980s. Since the playwrights encouraged each
production to update any modern references, we looked at that particular section and reworked
it entirely as a group. The steps we took to devise that section deepened our understanding of
the play and had a lot of fun in the meantime.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make a list of major events in the play.
Narrow down the plot-points down to 10 or so.
Divide into small groups (3-4 in a group).
In each group, have them pick a style of the sketch. In our case, we chose video game,
but there were ideas such as marriage counseling, TV interview, and other ideas on the
table. More ideas a better in the brainstorming. Eventually, they need to settle on one.
5. Decide who plays what, modeling the style you chose, making sure that the story has an
arc.
6. Try it out and as you repeat the sketch, add things that could be funny, get rid of things
that don’t move the story forward.
7. Share.
Variation:
● Have students write out tweets as a certain character of a Shakespearian play.
● Have two people write a text conversation between two characters.
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